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ULTIMATE 
LEATHER BALM

Unique, premium leather balm 
formula cleans, shines & protects 
in one easy step

Formulated using natural ingredients 
for the Ultimate in leather care

UV sunscreen helps to keep 
leather looking like new

5.6oz Product code: G18905

HOT SHINE™ 
REFLECT

Looking for a unique tire shine? 
Meguiar’s Reflect takes Hot Shine 
to a new level

Proprietary technology reflects 
light for sparkling shine

Gives tires deep, black wet look 
that lasts for weeks

15oz Product code: G18715

AIR RE-FRESHER, 
SPICED WOOD

Permanent Odor-Eliminating 
Technology finds odors wherever 
they are

Leaves behind an energizing 
scent packed with cedarwood 
and spices

2.5oz Product code: G19702

AIR RE-FRESHER, 
SPARKLING BERRY

Permanent Odor-Eliminating 
Technology finds odors wherever 
they are

This fragrant blend of berries will 
leave you wanting more

2.5oz Product code: G16302
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PRIDE.   
PASSION.  
PERFORMANCE.
Three simple words that drive the Meguiar’s team. For over 100 years, we’ve shared our passion for cars and 
the products that help you restore a faded paint finish, bring life back to an old set of mags or just show off 
that deep, glossy shine!

HOT RIMS 
WHEEL POLISHER

Use your drill with Meguiar’s Hot 
Rims Wheel Polisher for a mirror-
like shine!

Patented, ergonomic diamond 
design easily polishes all wheel 
faces and details.

Product code: G4400

What’s NEw!
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SOFT BUFF FOAM
POLISHING DISC

Improved foam technology 
eliminates minor surface defects 
while restoring gloss with no 
swirls

Low profile design for advanced 
cutting and finishing results

5” Product Code: DFP5

6” Product Code: DFP6

SOFT BUFF FOAM
CUTTING DISC

Improved foam technology 
cuts through moderate surface 
defects with no swirls

Low profile design for advanced 
cutting results

5” Product Code: DFC5

6” Product Code: DFC6

SOFT BUFF FOAM
FINISHING DISC

Quickly applies a thin, even layer 
of your favorite liquid or paste 
wax with uniform coverage

Low profile design for advanced 
finishing results

5” Product Code: DFF5

6” Product Code: DFF6
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Professional DA Polisher MT300

MT300 
DA POLISHER

Wide 3000 – 7500 OPM speed 
range for maximum control

8mm throw optimized for 
compounding, polishing and 
waxing on both large surfaces 
& in tighter contours

Digital Torque Management 
ensures proper torque to maintain 
pad speed under load

Tool Product Code: MT300
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HISTOrY
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W hat began over a 
century ago as a 
simple furniture polish 

laboratory in the garage of founder 
Frank Meguiar Jr., has spanned 
four generations of the Meguiar 
family. In his wildest dreams, it’s 
doubtful that Frank Meguiar, Jr., 
could have foreseen what his first 
bottle of furniture polish in 1901 
would evolve into over the next 
100+ years. 

Meguiar’s®, Inc. has become the 
global leader in appearance care 
and is proud to offer our next 
generation of products, tools 
and accessories to serious car 
enthusiasts. We strive to set an 

entirely new standard for quality 
and performance in the industry.

From his first bottle of furniture 
polish, Frank Meguiar, Jr. built his 
business on excellent products and 
an understanding of his consumer’s 
needs. Today, Meguiar’s enduring 
and strong relationship with serious 
car enthusiasts worldwide has 
created a level of trust and respect 
for the brand that transcends 
our products and embodies the 
lifestyle of the car hobby. To this 
day, Meguiar’s is committed to 
delivering products and building 
relationships that excite and unite 
car enthusiasts and professionals 
worldwide.

1 WASH
Wash your car using water and a specially formulated car wash and conditioner. 
Dishwashing soaps & detergents strip your car’s wax and can dry your 
paint out leading to a loss of gloss and shine. All Meguiar’s washes are also 
environmentally safe.

2 CLEAN/PREP
Check for & remove above surface contaminants like tree sap mist with 
Smooth Surface™ Clay Kit before checking for below-surface defects. The 
most effective way to remove below surface paint problems like oxidation, 
fine scratches and swirls is to use a non-abrasive, clear-coat safe paint cleaner 
like Meguiar’s® Ultimate Compound.

3 POLISH (optional)
Polishing is recommended as an optional step, especially for dark-colored 
cars, prior to waxing to help create the ultimate in high gloss.

4 WAX/PROTECT
To protect and add a brilliant shine to your paint’s surface, use only premium 
car wax products like Meguiar’s® Ultimate Wax.

5 MAINTAIN
Regular maintenance removes above surface contaminants like bird droppings or 
tree sap before they have time to bond or etch into your paint finish. Meguiar’s® 
Quik Detailer® or Ultimate Quik Detailer® dramatically extends the durability 
of your wax protection & safely removes dust and grime between washes .

Show Car Paint in 5 STEPS
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Over the years, we receive car care questions that come up time and time 
again, so we thought we’d share them with you, since you are probably 
wondering the same things, too...

WHAT’S YOUR BEST WAX? 
What’s best for you may be different from the next car guy. What’s most 
important to you? 

Speed? Ultimate Quik Wax® spray is the hot ticket for a fast coat of wax

Long-lasting water beading in a hi-tech synthetic? Meguiar’s® Ultimate Wax is “best”

Do you prefer a natural carnauba wax? You’ll love our Gold Class™ Carnauba 
Plus wax with premium carnauba. Cost/value/time-saving? Then it’s the 
tried-&-true, all in one action of our classic Cleaner Wax

WHAT’S THE BEST PRODUCT TO USE 
ON MY NEW CAR? 
All of Meguiar’s products are safe to use on your new car, but brand new 
cars are unique in that the paint should be in excellent condition. If you 
adopt just a few routine maintenance procedures, you can keep your car 
looking showroom new for a long, long time. As Barry Meguiar often says, 
“Frequent car care is EASY car care!”

Follow the 5 steps to paint care, using products designed for automotive care.

 •  Wash your car weekly, using a quality microfiber wash mitt 
and premium car wash/shampoo

 •  Apply a high quality automotive wax 3-4 times a year
 •  Maintain your car in-between washes by using a mist and wipe 

Quik Detailer® to remove dust & contaminants 
 •  Clay your car as needed
 •  Protect your interior and exterior trim and tires with quality 

protectant and tire dressing.

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS “CLEAR COAT SAFE”? 
All of Meguiar’s products have been formulated to work safely on clear 
coats. Meguiar’s has a long-standing history and relationships with vehicle 
and paint manufacturers, ensuring our products are compatible with the 
latest technological advancements in vehicle surface coatings (or “paint”).

HOW DO I GET RID OF SWIRL MARKS 
AND SCRATCHES? 
It depends on the severity and extent of the blemish. First, if you can catch 
your fingernail in the scratch, you will need professional help to correct it 
as it’s very deep. Otherwise, we recommend the following (Note that ALL 
of these products are clear coat safe):

For very light scratches and swirls (those fine circular lines that ring a light 
source reflected in your paint), Ultimate Polish is the answer and may be 
applied by hand, orbital buffer or dual action polisher (DA polisher). For 
hand application only, Meguiar’s® Clear Coat Safe Polishing Compound 
may also be used.

For heavier scratches, oxidation, or just generally neglected paint, Ultimate 
Compound is the perfect choice. It too can be safely applied by hand, 
orbital buffer or with a DA polisher. For hand application only, Meguiar’s® 
Clear Coat Safe Rubbing Compound can also be used.

If you have an isolated scratch, fingernail mark or light scuff, ScratchX™ 
2.0 will safely provide the muscle to remove it.

WHAT’S A “DUAL ACTION” (OR DA) 
POLISHER, AND WHY SHOULD I USE ONE? 
AREN’T THEY ONLY FOR “THE PRO’S”?! 
While most professional detailers use a DA polisher, they are definitely not 
restricted to “Pro” use only. Overall, the DA polisher will produce better 
results, faster. Meguiar’s® DA Power System & MT300 DA Polisher have 

Frequently asked QuESTIONS
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been designed, along with our pads for both do it yourself & professional 
use. These fantastic machines makes paint correction (with either Ultimate 
Polish or Ultimate Compound) a breeze, and you can also apply a coat of 
your favorite wax in virtually no time. But the best thing about a Meguiar’s® 
DA Polisher is that it is completely safe to use and will not damage or 
“burn through” your paint or leave swirl marks like a rotary can (if not 
used correctly). For those reasons, a rotary polisher should only be used 
by someone qualified & properly trained.

HOW DO I REMOVE WATER SPOTS? 
The obvious answer is to prevent getting water spots in the first place 
by keeping your vehicle waxed and maintained, as well as washing and 
drying the vehicle in the shade and when the surface is cool. For those 
times where you do get that nasty, water spot surprise, we recommend 
Ultimate Compound, after you’ve washed your car (of course!)

HOW LONG DOES YOUR WAX LAST? 
There is no standard answer regarding this as there are many variables 
that affect wax durability: Type & condition of paint, local environment, 
exposure duration, quality & type of wax & its application, quality of car 
wash, your personal tastes, preferences and expectations to name a few. 
Generally speaking, however, we recommend waxing your car every 3 
-4 months or when your finger “squeaks” on a freshly washed surface. 

WHICH IS BETTER: SPRAY, LIQUID OR 
PASTE WAX?
It depends on your goal or expectation. Our Ultimate Quik Wax® spray 
wax, for example, delivers amazing results and you can wax your car in 
less than 15 minutes. However, spray waxes will need to be applied more 
frequently than paste & liquid waxes – every 3-4 weeks. Between paste and 
liquid waxes, it’s really a matter of preference as both deliver long-lasting 
protection, gloss and shine. 

HOW LONG DO I WAIT BEFORE REMOVING 
THE WAX AFTER IT’S APPLIED? 
Always refer to the product label, because some waxes, like Ultimate, 
are different than traditional wax. Drying time for wax is dependent 
on temperature and humidity, so there’s no set time. We employ a 
simple “swipe” test to determine if the wax is ready to remove. 
Simply swipe the tip of your finger (no, NOT the fingernail side!) 
over the waxed panel. If the swiped area is clean and clear with  
no smudging, the wax is ready to be removed. If you see smearing or 
streaking, wait a few more minutes and then try swiping again.

Frequently asked QuESTIONS
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In automotive paint care, washing and cleaning are 
not the same. While they sound similar, they are 
vastly different procedures. Washing removes loose 

contaminants from your finish like dust, road grime, and 
fresh bird droppings. We’ll cover cleaning in Step 2.

A common misconception is that dish washing detergent 
is safe to use as car wash. Absolutely not! Detergents are 
formulated to strip everything off of the surface, leaving it 
squeaky clean. 

A squeaky paint finish tells you that it has no protection. 
With repeated use, dish washing detergents remove 
everything from your paint finish including waxes, silicones 
and polymers. Once this is accomplished, they then proceed 
to remove the life giving oils in your paint finish, actually 
accelerating the oxidation process. 

All of Meguiar’s car wash products are pH balanced and 
specifically formulated to enhance the appearance and 
protection of automotive paint finishes. 

Step1 wASH
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DEEP CRYSTAL® 
CAR WASH

Meguiar’s most popular wash!

Special sudsing ingredients 
safely remove dirt & grime

Will not strip wax protection like 
dishwashing detergents

64oz Product code: G10464

ULTIMATE WASH 
& WAX

Meguiar’s legendary wax 
protection… while you wash!

Clear coat safe carnauba & 
synthetic polymer technology in our 
most premium, conventional wash

48oz Product code: G17748

GOLD CLASS™ 
WASH SHAMPOO 
& CONDITIONER

Meguiar’s premium formula that 
washes and conditions your paint.

Gently foams away dirt & grime

64oz Product code: G7164

ULTIMATE 
WATERLESS 
WASH & WAX

No water? NO PROBLEM! Safely 
wash & wax your car anywhere, 
WITHOUT WATER!

More than a detailer, our water 
spot-free formula removes grime 
without scratching!

26oz Product code: G3626
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WATER MAGNET® 
DRYING TOWEL

Meguiar’s ultra plush Water 
Magnet® reduces drying time 
with less wring-outs by absorbing 
up to two times the water of 
traditional terry towels. The extra 
large 22” x 30” waffle texture 
wrings out easily and leaves a 
spot-free finish

Product code: X2000

MICROFIBER 
WASH MITT

Meguiar’s extra thick Microfiber 
Wash Mitt is the ultimate choice 
for show car perfect finishes. The 
clear coat safe microfiber lifts and 
traps dirt and grime for a brilliant, 
swirl-free finish. The comfort-fit 
cuff and soft inner lining make 
this wash mitt a pleasure to use

Product code: X3002
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Step2 CLEAN/PrEP
Cleaning, or Surface Preparation, removes stubborn, 

bonded above surface contaminants, as well as 
below-surface defects, like stains, blemishes and 

oxidation. After your car is washed, pass your fingertips 
over the surface. Do you feel roughness like micro speed 
bumps on your paint? If so, these are above-surface, 
bonded contaminants. 

Generally, you’ll notice this contamination on your car’s 
horizontal surfaces, but you may also see small, dark spots/
specks on the rear and lower surfaces of a light colored car. 
Over time, these contaminants will dull your paint and rob 
your car of its shine. 

Fortunately, Meguiar’s® Smooth Surface™ Clay Kit includes 
everything that you need to safely, and easily, remove 
bonded contaminants. And no, clay bars are NOT only for 
professional use. If you have ever played with Silly Putty, 
you can use clay.

CLEAN / PrEP - 15



SMOOTH 
SURFACE™ CLAY KIT

Everything you need to create a 
smooth-as-glass surface

Makes waxing easier & longer lasting

Contains two 80g clay bars, 16oz. 
Quik Detailer® & Supreme Shine® 
Microfiber Towel

Kit Product code: G1016

 
QUIK DETAILER®

Meguiar’s® Quik Detailer® is 
necessary to lubricate the surface 
whenever you clay your vehicle and 
can be used by itself to maintain 
your vehicle’s appearance

Removes harmful contaminants 
before they damage your paint finish

16oz Product code: A3316

32oz Product code: A3332

 
ABOVE SURFACE CONTAMINANTS

Above-surface contaminants 
such as industrial fallout and 
tree sap can be detected 
by running your finger tips 
over the paint finish after 
washing and drying. Any 
“grittiness” felt can be 
removed using Meguiar’s® 
Smooth Surface™ clay.
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ULTIMATE 
COMPOUND

Clear coat safe formula quickly 
& easily restores color & clarity 
to abused & neglected finishes

Cuts fast, but will not scratch

Use by hand or with Dual Action 
(DA) Polisher

16oz Product code: G17216
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BELOW SURFACE DEFECTS

After removing bonded contaminants 
that you can feel, examine the finish 
from different angles and light sources 
to detect below-surface defects like 
oxidation (dullness), stains/blemishes 
and fine scratches. 

Small below-surface imperfections 
such as oxidation, stains, small marks 
and scratches can be safely removed 
using Meguiar’s® ScratchX™ 2.0 or 
Ultimate Compound, giving a flawless 
finish prior to polishing and waxing. 

CLEAR COAT 
SAFE RUBBING 
COMPOUND

Restore gloss & clarity to 
neglected, oxidized paint 
without scratching

Produces a clean surface without 
scratching like traditional tub 
products

16oz Product code: G18016

 
 
SCRATCHX™ 2.0

The safe solution for removing 
isolated paint blemishes!

Clear Coat safe!

Quickly removes fine scratches, 
fingernail marks, paint transfer 
& parking lot scuffs

7oz Product code: G10307
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Step3 POLISH

Polishing is an optional step, and is different from 
waxing. While some modern-day marketers have 
caused confusion by naively misusing the terms, 

the definitions are clear. As in polishing a diamond, the 
sole purpose of polishing is to create brilliant high gloss. 
For car show enthusiasts who are obsessed with having 
perfectly clear reflections, Meguiar’s® Ultimate Polish is 
the perfect choice. Others may be looking to remove 
the last hints of swirl marks while maximizing the gloss. 
In this case, a Cleaner/Polish like Meguiar’s® Clear Coat 
Safe Polishing Compound is a good solution.

Waxing falls under the larger heading of protecting the 
paint finish, which we’ll discuss in Step 4.
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ULTIMATE POLISH

The final step before waxing for 
maximum gloss & reflectivity.

Rich polishing oils add a deep, 
rich wet look to paint

Eliminates fine swirls, perfecting 
the paint prior to waxing

16oz Product code: G19216

CLEAR COAT 
SAFE POLISHING 
COMPOUND

A cleaner/polish that restores 
clarity for a brilliant show car shine.

For hand application to restore 
brilliance to dull surfaces

Removes light scratches & hazing

16oz Product code: G18116
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Waxing protects the paint finish from the elements 
by coating it with waxes, polymers, resins and 
silicones. In addition to protecting, wax can 

also “lock-in” the gloss to create brilliance, deepen/
enrich dark colors and offer other benefits, such as 
water beading and light swirl removal depending on  
the formulation.

All of Meguiar’s waxes are clear coat safe, with choices 
available in paste, liquid or spray depending on your needs 
and preferences. Note that every car and car owner is 
different, as are the environments in which they live and how 
they are cared for. All of these variables affect how long a 
wax lasts. Generally speaking, we recommend waxing your 
car 3-4 times per year, but more frequent waxing is OK!

Step4 wAX /PrOTECT
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ULTIMATE WAX

Our longest lasting protection with 
amplified reflectivity

Our most advanced, pure synthetic 
hydrophobic wax

16oz Liquid Product code: G18216 
11oz Paste Product code: G18211

GOLD CLASS™ 

CARNAUBA PLUS 
PREMIUM WAX

Premium carnauba wax that’s 
polymer fortified

Improved formula leaves deeper 
reflections and a brilliant shine

16oz Liquid Product code: G7016 
11oz Paste Product code: G7014J

ULTIMATE  
QUIK WAX

Wax your car in just 15 minutes, 
with protection that lasts weeks!

Revolutionary, synthetic, non-
whitening formula produces 
amazing results in just minutes,  
even in sun

Spray on, wipe off, and then 
marvel at the shine!

15.2oz Product code: G17516

GOLD CLASS™ 
PREMIUM QUIK 
WAX®

Sun-safe formula makes black cars 
blacker & adds gloss to all colors

Premium carnauba/polymer 
blend for a dark, wet-look shine

16oz Product code: G7716
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WHITE WAX

The perfect wax for white cars!

Specially formulated for light to 
white colors

7oz Product code: G6107

 
CLEANER WAX

Meguiar’s versatile, 1-step wax

Cleans your paint while you wax

Rich conditioning oils polish & protect

16oz Liquid Product code: A1216 
11oz Paste Product code: A1214

 
BLACK WAX

The perfect wax for Black cars!

Specially formulated for dark to 
black colors

7oz Product code: G6207

 
QUIK WAX®

Shine As You Dry for amazing gloss 
and darkness, even in full sun!

New formula won’t whiten on 
trim & can be applied in full sun

Use on either wet or dry surfaces

24oz Product code: A1624
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STEP 5
 MAINTAIN 

Once a car is waxed, the best ongoing protection for 
your car’s finish is regular attention, or maintaining 
the finish. Regardless of whether your car is parked 

or being driven, it’s in a hostile environment. 

Everything that flies, from a gnat to a 747, expels 
contaminants that are determined to bond to and then 
etch into your car’s finish. Add to this acid rain, industrial 
fallout and those unavoidable UV rays (the No. 1 cause 
of paint degradation), and you can see how your car is 
constantly under attack. The more your car is exposed to 
the elements, and the harsher the environment is where 
you live, the more attention your paint finish will require. 

Fortunately, Meguiar’s has made it easy for you with our 
mist and wipe detailers. Meguiar’s® Quik Detailer® and 
Ultimate Quik Detailer® allow you to safely and easily 
remove contaminants before they have time to bond to your 
paint finish. These products form the missing link between 
washing and waxing, allowing you to greatly extend the 
protective qualities of your car wax.
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ULTIMATE QUIK 
DETAILER®

Our most sophisticated & 
technologically advanced detailer

Safely removes dust and surface 
contaminants in-between washing

Hydrophobic Polymer Technology 
darkens the finish, adding 
protection and water beading

22oz Product code: G14422

 
QUIK DETAILER®

Meguiar’s® Quik Detailer® maintains 
your vehicle’s appearance & is 
necessary to lubricate the surface 
whenever you clay your vehicle

Removes harmful contaminants 
before they damage your paint finish

16oz Product code: A3316 
32oz Product code: A3332

GOLD CLASS™ 
PREMIUM QUIK 
DETAILER®

Keep black cars blacker & 
maintain a deep, rich, high gloss 
shine on all colors!

Quickly adds darkness & gloss 
for a super slick finish

24oz Product code: G7624
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After the vehicle itself and the exterior paint color, 
arguably the most important and defining features 
of a car is its wheel & tire package. What used to be 

limited to paint, chrome and aluminum has expanded into 
a variety of finishes from custom wheel manufacturers who 
are constantly driving advances in design and materials. 
Similarly, car makers have also added a diverse offering of 
wheels. Whether your ride’s equipped with custom 3-piece 
forged rims, factory clear-coated silver alloys, or a trick set 
of chrome plated wires, Meguiar’s® has developed the 
correct cleaners, polishes & Hot Rims™ Wheel Polisher 
polishing tool to make your wheels look their best.

But clean wheels with dull, dingy tires is just wrong, so 
Meguiar’s® also offers Hot Shine™ & Endurance® tire 
dressings to make your tires look their best. And in addition 
to improving your tire’s appearance, Meguiar’s® tire dressings 
also protect your tires, helping to prevent browning & 
premature aging of the rubber. 

wHEELS & TIrES
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HOT RIMS™  
WHEEL & TIRE 
CLEANER

New formula now cleans wheels & 
tires, foaming away dirt & grime!

Moderately aggressive cleaners 
for use on all factory coated or 
painted wheels

24oz Product code: G9524
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HOT RIMS™ 
ALUMINUM 
WHEEL CLEANER

Safely cleans uncoated, polished or 
anodized aluminum/alloy wheels.

Xtreme Cling™ foam grabs the 
wheel’s surface, dissolving dirt, 
grime & brake dust

24oz Product code: G14324

HOT RIMS™ 
CHROME 
WHEEL CLEANER

Hot Rims™ Chrome Wheel 
Cleaner removes grime, grit and 
brake dust from chrome.

Our Xtreme Cling™ foam leaves  
a brilliant “mirror-like” shine!

24oz Product code: G19124
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HOT SHINE™ 
TIRE FOAM

Cleans, shines & protects, in one 
easy step!

Simply spray and walk away

The thick, active foam clings to 
tires, dissolving away build-up 
to leave a clean, shiny black tire

19oz Product code: G13919

ENDURANCE®  
TIRE GEL

The Original! Endurance Tire Gel has 
long been the enthusiast’s choice.

Long-lasting shine remains for 
weeks, even through rain!

Controlled application with no 
overspray, runs or drips

16oz Product code: G7516

HOT SHINE™ TIRE 
SPRAY & COATING

Meguiar’s® Hot Shine™ high 
gloss, wet look shine

Gives your tires that black, wet look

Highly water-resistant polymers 
keep tires looking shiny, longer

24oz Product code: G12024 
15oz Product code: G13815

HOT SHINE™ 
REFLECT

Delivers a deep, black wet look 
shine yet when light hits your tires 
you get a unique, sparkling shine

Proprietary technology reflects 
light for sparkling shine

Gives tires deep, black wet look 
that lasts for weeks

15oz Product code: G18715
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NXT INSANE SHINE 
TRIGGER & AERO

Our highest shine tire dressing 
in your choice of an easy-to-use 
aerosol or spray

Synthetic polymers bond to the 
tires for long lasting, attention 
grabbing shine

24oz Product code: G13124 
15oz Product code: G13115

ULTIMATE BLACK 
TIRE COATING

Extreme durability lasts for over 
a month!

Provides long-lasting shine that 
gives tires that deep, black-wet 
look without sling

8oz Product code: G16008

HOT RIMS™ 
WHEEL POLISHER

Use your drill with Meguiar’s Hot 
Rims Wheel Polisher for a mirror-
like shine!

Patented, ergonomic diamond 
design easily polishes all wheel 
faces and details.

Product code: G4400
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Just because Meguiar’s is best known for polishes and 
waxes, doesn’t mean we forgot about the inside of 
your car. Meguiar’s has developed an extensive line of 

products to clean, restore and protect the interior of your car.

Starting with Meguiar’s® Quik Interior Detailer™ you can 
quickly and easily freshen up all the surfaces of your car, 
leaving behind a clean detailed look. To add shine and 
protection to your vinyl and rubber surfaces, Meguiar’s line 
of Protectants will do the job. Meguiar’s® Ultimate Protectant 
will keep your sensitive vinyl dash board looking like new 
with superior, long lasting, UV protection.

And for the very best in luxury, Meguiar’s® leather cleaners 
and conditioners are #1 in the industry! Meguiar’s® leather 
products are perfect to maintain the look & feel of your 
vehicles leather surfaces.

INTErIOr
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ULTIMATE 
INTERIOR DETAILER

Cleans & protects ALL interior 
surfaces

Dries fast to a non-greasy, satin finish

Provides superior UV protection

15.2oz Product code: G16216

NATURAL SHINE 
PROTECTANT 
SPRAY & WIPES

Restore natural color & shine to 
vinyl, rubber & plastic.

Non-greasy formula cleans, 
shines & protects

16oz Product code: G4116 
25 wipes Product code: G4100

SUPREME SHINE® 
PROTECTANT 
SPRAY & WIPES

Superior hi-shine protection to 
preserve vinyl, rubber & plastic.

Non-greasy formula cleans, 
shines & protects

16oz Product code: G4016 
25 wipes Product code: G4000

QUIK INTERIOR 
DETAILER™ 
SPRAY & WIPES

Safely cleans & enhances all 
interior surfaces.

Improved, deeper cleaning formula

Restores & protects the original 
appearance

16oz Product code: G13616 
25 wipes Product code: G13600
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PROTECTANT

Provides superior protection for 
vinyl, rubber & plastic surfaces.

Features UV clear coat technology 
for durable protection & shine

Dries fast & is non-greasy

15.2oz Product code: G14716

GOLD CLASS™ 
LEATHER 
CONDITIONER, 
LEATHER & 
VINYL CLEANER

Removes tough grime & stains

Adds aloe & moisturizing oils for 
superior conditioning.

16oz Product code: G18516 
16oz Product code: G18616

GOLD CLASS™ 
LEATHER CLEANER 
& CONDITIONER

Complete leather care in one 
easy step.

Cleans, shines & protects for car 
and home

Premium conditioners nourish 
leather for a supple feel & look

15.2oz Product code: G10916 
25 wipes Product code: G10900

 
ULTIMATE 
LEATHER BALM

Unique, premium leather balm 
formula cleans, shines & protects 
in one easy step

Formulated using natural 
ingredients for the Ultimate in 
leather care

UV sunscreen helps to keep 
leather looking like new

5.6oz Product code: G18905
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WHOLE CAR 
AIR RE-FRESHERS

Permanent Odor-Eliminating  
Technology finds odors wherever 
they are; including those hard-to-
reach areas

Leaves behind a pleasant scent

NEW CAR SCENT 
2.5oz Product code: G16402

CITRUS GROVE SCENT 
2.5oz Product code: G16502

SWEET SUMMER BREEZE 
2.5oz Product code: G16602

SPARKLING BERRY SCENT 
2.5oz Product code: G16302

SPICED WOOD SCENT 
2.5oz Product code: G19702

CARPET & 
UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANER

Dries quickly without leaving 
behind a sticky residue

Dual purpose sprayer is perfect 
for general cleaning or spot and 
stain removal

19oz Product code: G9719
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Detailing your vehicle always comes down to 
the finer details. Now that you’ve restored and 
protected your paint, what do you do with all 

the non-painted surfaces like vinyl, cladding, headlights 
and glass? Well, Meguiar’s has you covered! 

Meguiar’s® Ultimate Black will bring back to life any 
faded and tired looking rubber, plastic or vinyl trim. 
This special formula will also last through rain storms 
and multiple washing, without leaving those ugly black 
streaks that run down the side of your car like other trim 
restoring products.

And have you noticed all those yellowed and hazy 
headlights on the road? Plastic Headlights take a lot of 
abuse, whether it’s damaging UV rays, fine scratches or 
road grime, they also need attention. Meguiar’s full line 
of headlight restoration products can restore even the 
most severely oxidized headlights; or prevent your new 
cars lenses from ever fading in the first place.

other SurfACES
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ULTIMATE  
BLACK SPONGES

Brings new life to all exterior 
plastic, vinyl & trim

Convenient ready-to-use sponges 
takes out the guess work

Make trim & plastic look like new

2-pack Product code: G15800

ULTIMATE 
BLACK PLASTIC 
RESTORER

Brings new life to all exterior 
plastic, vinyl & trim

Extreme 100+ wash durability

Easy application- spray and walk away

10oz Product code: G16910

 
ULTIMATE  
BLACK LOTION

Brings new life to all exterior 
plastic, vinyl & trim

Make trim & plastic look like new

12oz Product code: G15812

 
PERFECT CLARITY™
GLASS CLEANER

Pro-strength for quick & easy 
cleaning against  bugs, tree sap, 
smoker’s film & bird droppings

Safe for use on all tinted windows

24oz Product code: G8224
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PERFECT CLARITY™ 
HEADLIGHT 
RESTORATION KIT

The simple, effective way to 
restore headlight clarity in just 
2 simple steps

Durable UV coating lasts over 
12 months to help prevent re-
oxidation

Kit Product code: G2000

HEAVY DUTY 
HEADLIGHT 
RESTORATION KIT

The easy solution to repair 
severely weathered headlights

Restores clarity to neglected, heavily 
oxidized & scratched headlights

Kit Product code: G3000

 
HEADLIGHT LENS 
CORRECTION KIT

Restore clouded headlights, to 
crystal clear, with no tools needed!

Fine finishing pads remove 
oxidation

Kit Product code: G3700

PLASTX™  
CLEAR PLASTIC 
CLEANER & POLISH

Makes clear plastics clear again

Removes fine scratches, oxidation  
& grime

10oz Product code: G12310
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Have you ever heard the phrase, “the right tool for 
the right job”? At Meguiar’s®, our line of paint, 
wheel and interior products perform at their peak 

when used with high quality accessories. Microfiber towels 
are not all created equal and our Meguiar’s Supreme 
Shine™ Microfiber Towel is a cut above the rest, making 
polishing and waxing even that much more enjoyable.

Plus, if you are ready to move up from hand compounding, 
polishing and waxing, Meguiar’s offers you two choices 
for a professional grade, quality finish. With the Meguiar’s 
DA Power System or MT300 DA Polisher you will achieve 
flawless results that cannot be matched by hand and without 
the worry of marring the finish. From the first time users to 
professional detailers we guarantee you will love the results. 

ACCESSOrIES
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DA POWER 
SYSTEM TOOL

Start getting pro results at home, 
with the revolutionary DA Power 
System

Great for Compounding, 
Polishing, Waxing, and more!

Wax your car in less than 30 mins

Product code: G3500

DA POWER SYSTEM 
POLISHING PACK 
& PADS

The final step before waxing for 
maximum deep rich paint

Remove fine swirls, while adding 
deep gloss and rich dark color

Pack Product code: G3502

Pads Product code: G3508

DA POWER SYSTEM 
COMPOUND PACK 
& PADS

Easily restore color and clarity 
to abused and neglected paint 
finishes

Remove oxidation, scratches, 
water spots and other paint 
defects with ease

Pack Product code: G3501

Pads Product code: G3507

DA POWER SYSTEM 
WAXING PACK & 
PADS

Quickly add durable, long lasting 
protection for the ultimate show 
car finish 

Add Protection, Shine and 
brilliant reflections in as little as 
30 minutes.

Pack Product code: G3503

Pads Product code: G3509
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WATER MAGNET® 
DRYING TOWEL

Meguiar’s ultra plush Water 
Magnet® reduces drying time 
with less wring-outs by absorbing 
up to two times the water of 
traditional terry towels. The extra 
large 22” x 30” waffle texture 
wrings out easily and leaves a 
spot-free finish

Product code: X2000

 
MICROFIBER 
WASH MITT

Meguiar’s® extra thick Microfiber 
Wash Mitt is the ultimate choice 
for show car perfect finishes. The 
clear coat safe microfiber lifts and 
traps dirt and grime for a brilliant, 
swirl-free finish. The comfort-fit 
cuff and soft inner lining make 
this wash mitt a pleasure to use

Single Product code: X3002

SUPREME SHINE™ 
MICROFIBER 
TOWELS

Meguiar’s® Supreme Shine® is 
an incredibly plush microfiber 
towel for producing swirl free, 
mirror-like results. The thick, 
deep, dual-sided microfiber pile 
absorbs three times more than 
traditional terry towels providing 
faster wipe off with less efforts

3 Pack Product code: X2020

EVEN COAT 
MICROFIBER PAD

Ultra plush microfiber

Great for applying compounds, 
polishes & waxes by hand

2-pack Product code: X3080

SOFT FOAM 
APPLICATOR PAD

Ensures smooth, swirl free application

Tight cell, ultra soft foam for 
applying waxes, protectants & 
tire dressings

2-pack Product code: X3070
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MOTOrCYCLE & MArINE



Meguiar’s offers a comprehensive, high quality 
line of products designed just for Boats, RV’s 
and Motorcycles. These products will give the 

same brilliant shine and long lasting protection that many 
enthusiasts have come to expect from Meguiar’s line of car 
care products but are formulated for the special requirements 
of fiberglass and gelcoats and Motorcycle finishes.

MOTOrCYCLE & MArINE
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MEGUIAR’S®  
MOTORCYCLE PRODUCT LINE

Utilizing proven technology formulated specifically for motorcycles, Meguiar’s 
is proud to offer an assortment of fantastic surface care products that cover 
the major steps in the motorcycle detailing process to include Motorcycle 
EZ Clean Spray Wash, Liquid Wax, Mist-and-Wipe Detailer, Leather Cleaner/
Conditioner, and All Metal polish. Whether you ride a sport bike or a cruiser, 
these products provide exceptional performance backed by Meguiar’s 
industry-leading surface care technology and performance guarantee. 
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MEGUIAR’S®  
MARINE PRODUCT LINE

Meguiar’s offers a comprehensive, high quality line of products designed 
just for Boats and RV’s. These products will give the same brilliant shine 
and long lasting protection that many enthusiasts have come to expect 
from Meguiar’s line of car care products but are formulated for the special 
requirements of fiberglass and gelcoats. 
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There are over 30 million people in 
the USA who are considered “car 
crazy”. Cars are an exciting part of 

their life and that’s why we wanted to be the 
first to create multi-media communication 
platforms that excite and unite Car Guys 
worldwide. In addition to sponsoring over 
9,000 car hobby events a year in America 
and thousands more overseas, we have 
a state-of-the-art, global web site called 
carcrazycentral.com, with hundreds of hours 
of video content. 

Additionally, there’s Car Crazy TV on the 
VELOCITY Channel, Car Crazy radio that airs 
every weekend in over 90 markets and the 
car hobby’s most important awards event... 
the Meguiar’s Award which honors the Person 
of the Year for the Car Hobby in the United 
States and other countries globally.
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